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Canada’s Aging Population 

• Older adults (65 years+) will make up over a 
quarter of Canadian population by 2041 

• 90 percent of Canadians aged 65 and over 
live with at least one chronic disease or 
condition

• Approximately 20 to 30 percent of Canadian 
seniors experience at least one fall each year

• In 2011, as many as 747,000 Canadians were 
living with Alzheimer's or related dementias, 
and that by 2031, this figure could increase to 
1.4 million

https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-
development/programs/seniors-action-report.html
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Functional Mobility as the Sixth Vital Sign

• What is functional mobility?
– Movements: walking, climbing stairs, exercising
– Daily activities: eat, cook, dressing, personal hygiene 

– Participation in society: ability to drive, accessibility to public transportation 

• Mobility limitations can lead to adverse outcomes

Mobility

Cognitive 
impairment

Injury

Chronical Diseases

Social Isolation

High BP/Weight 
Gain

Loss of 
Independence

Reduced 
Quality of 

Life
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Close the Loop with Human-in-the-Loop

• Monitoring: device cost, availability, placement and adherence

• Assessment: data, modeling and representation
• Intervention: older adults, caregiver, clinicians (and public policies)
• Training: the “hammer” mindset and exclusivity of quantitative methods among 

engineering students

Continuous 
Monitoring Assessment Diagnosis & 

Intervention
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A Case Study: Quantitative Assessment of an 
Early Mobility Protocol for In-patients
• Cohort: 25 older adults, 17 females (65.4%), 

with an average age of 79.6 (±8.1), 13 with 
gait aid (walker, roller, cane)

• Devices: actigraph, mox, fitbit versa, metaware
sensor

• Placement: waist, thigh, ankle

1st

Assessment
24 hour 

overnight stay
2nd

Assessment

Feasibility Questionnaire Answers  n (%)

Have you ever used a device to measure physical activity in the past?
Yes
No

1 (4%)
24 (96%)

Would you be willing to wear the device for a longer period, 5 to 7 days, as 
part of a research study?

Very Likely
Somewhat Likely

Not Likely

20 (80%)
2 (8%)
3 (12%)

What part of the body would you prefer to wear the device?
Waist
Thigh
Ankle

7 (29%)
4 (17)
14 (58%)

Which of these devices would you likely use?
Actigraph

Mox
Versa
MMC

6 (24%)
4 (12%)
12 (48%)
2 (8%)

How easy would it be for you to remember to use the device every day?  
Very easy

Easy
Very difficult

Difficult

10 (43%)
10 (43%)
1 (4%)
2 (9%)

Do you think this device would interfere with your daily routine?  
No effect

Minor effect
Major effect

16 (70%)
5 (22%)
2 (8%)

Would you feel more motivated to move when wearing the device?
Yes
No

No answer

15 (60%)
7 (28%)
3 (12%)
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Results from our modelResults from ActiGraph software

both of them as walking during evaluation.

Fig.1 shows the confusion matrix for each model. In summary, the perfor-

mance of a single sensor is worse than that of a combination of two sensors,

and put all three sensor together achieved the best accuracy. Accuracy of each

model is listed in Tab.1 for reference.

Ankle Thigh Wrist

Test Accuracy 77.95% 85.71% 72.80%

Ankle+Wrist Ankle+Thigh Wrist+Thigh

Test Accuracy 86.14% 87.93% 87.89%

Ankle+Thigh+Wrist

Test Accuracy 91.11%

Table 1: Test accuracy of each sensor placement.

The observation from Tab.1 follows the fact that the wrist is one of the most

active parts of the human body and its motion can be largely irrelevant to body

posture. Sensor readings from the wrist sensor are expected to be noisy. But

the labeled data trials were collected under a controlled environment, thus make

(a) left: wrist right: thigh

(b) left: ankle right: wrist+thigh
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(b) Estimated poses from ActiGraph sensors between 02:00 and 02:30 for JHCC02 31.

Left: wrist, right: ankle. Predictions from the wrist are totally wrong with no ‘Lying’

pose detected.

(c) Estimated poses from ActiGraph sensors between 17:00 and 17:30 for JHCC02 33.

Left: wrist, right: thigh. JHCC02 31 is more active than JHCC02 33.

(d) Estimated poses from ActiGraph sensors between 02:00 and 02:30 for JHCC02 33.

Left: wrist, right: thigh. Predictions from the wrist are totally wrong with no ‘Lying’

pose detected. The thigh sensor detected ‘Lying’ pose but cannot distinguish it from

‘Sitting’.

Figure 2: ActiGraph predicted postures for unlabeled data during selected time.
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(a) Estimated poses from machine learning models between 17:00 and 17:30 for 2

subjects. Left:JHCC02 31, right: JHCC02 33. JHCC02 33 is more active compared

to JHCC02 33.

(b) Estimated poses from machine learning models between 02:00 and 02:30 for 2

subjects. Left:JHCC02 31, right: JHCC02 33. Both subjects are lying on bed, but 1

data window was wrongly classified with JHCC02 33.

Figure 4: Predicted postures for selected 24-hour unlabeled data by our machine

learning model.

3 Conclusion

In summary, our machine learning method for pose estimation and peak find-

ing algorithm for step counting is significantly better than the Actigraph pre-

installed ones. But there are still problems to be further addressed, such as

refine the data labels for transition motions, make use of contextual predictions

to improve the pose detection accuracy, and take advantage of the unlabeled

noisy wrist sensor readings. For instance, we label both TUG and 30MWT

as ‘walking’ for simplicity in the current implementation, but there exists an

observable pattern when people ‘stand up’ or ‘sit down’ in the TUG trials. It

is also the case for transitions between other poses. Also, when evaluating our

machine learning model, we observed unrealistic transitions among poses as the

model predictions. e.g., a person is lying on a bed for a long time at night,
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Estimated Steps ActiGraph Records

Sensor Location
Miscounted steps

(mean and std)

% Miscounted steps

(mean and std)

Miscounted steps

(mean and std)

% Miscounted steps

(mean and std)

Wrist 24 (24) 29.5 (29.9) 42 (23) 48.9 (18.1)

Thigh 15 (17) 17.3 (18.3) 36 (17) 43.1 (13.6)

Ankle 8 (9) 10.0 (12.0) 9 (12) 11.6 (18.2)

Table 2: Percentage of miscounted steps between observer step count and the estimated

steps during the 30MWT. To make comparison, ActiGraph recorded step counting

versus physiotherapist counted one is also provided.

2 Evaluation on unlabeled data

As the collected 24 hour data trials have no activity labels within them, we

cannot directly evaluate the trained neural network model on them. But based

on an assumption that people are asleep at night and more active in the day,

we choose to evaluate the model within selected time spans. e.g., 2:00 am to

2:30 am versus 5:00 pm to 5:30 pm. Also, to make comparison, the predictions

from ActiGraph’s inclinometer are provided as well. But it worth mentioning

that the poses which can be detected by ActiGraph are di↵erent when attached

to various body locations. For wrist and ankle sensors, it can detect ‘stand-

ing’,‘sitting’,‘lying’ poses while ‘standing’, ‘walking’, ‘sitting/lying’ can be de-

tected by a thigh sensor. When the inclinometer was turned o↵ or there is no

prediction, we will show it as ‘unknown’.

To be concise, here we only show the comparison result between two subjects

JHCC02 33 and JHCC02 31 who have di↵erent level of mobility (independent

with walker vs. assist by one person and a walker) as well as sensor place-

ment (wrist+thigh vs.wrist+ankle) during 24-hour data collection. Supposedly,

JHCC02 31 should be less active than JHCC02 33 during non-sleeping time.

The result extracted from Actigraph is shown in Fig.2.

(a) Estimated poses from ActiGraph sensors between 17:00 and 17:30 for JHCC02 31.

Left: wrist, right: ankle. JHCC02 31 is more active than JHCC02 33.
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Afternoon

Midnight

Sub1 (with walker) Sub2 (independent) Sub1 (with walker) Sub2 (independent) 



Table 1: Summary of sensory HAR datasets. These datasets are selected based

on the diversity of participants and popularity in the HAR research field. The

number of activities listed here are locomotion only, and missing classes denotes

the number of activity classes per subject may vary. Length of trials is reported

as an average on subject.
Dataset Sampling rate #Sensors Placement #Activities #Subjects Missing classes Balanced Length (in mins)

PAMAP2 100 Hz 1 dominant side’s ankle 8 8 Yes No 31.71

USCHAD 100 Hz 1 right hip 10 14 No Yes 29.54

WISDM 20 Hz 1 pant pocket 7 51 Yes Yes 20.80

MobilityAI-PhaseI 50 Hz 4 waist 4 25 Yes No 15.29

UTD-MHAD 50 Hz 2 right wrist, right thigh 6 9 No Yes 1.49

WHARF 32 Hz 1 right wrist 7 17 Yes No 7.78

MHEALTH 50 Hz 2 chest, left ankle 10 10 No Yes 9.51

RealWorld
50 Hz 7 chest, forearm, head, shin 8 15 No Yes 71.75

thigh, upperarm, waist

MobilityAI-PhaseII
30 Hz 2 wrist+thigh or, 4 30 No No 1455.29

wrist+ankle

ExtraSensory 40 Hz 2 wrist, not fix 6 60 Yes No 6289.1
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Challenge 1: Data Availability

• Human activity recognition datasets with accelerometer/gyroscope measurements
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Challenge II: Subject Diversity
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Challenge III – Device Diversity 
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Challenge IV: Controlled vs Free-living

• Interfering activities 

• Labelling errors
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subject whose data follows a di�erent distribution (also known as
domain gaps). Therefore, the second contribution of the work is to
unravel the interplay between subject domain gaps and LNL for HAR
tasks.

The insights from the empirical study motivate our third contri-
bution, namely, to design VALERIAN, an inVariant feAture LEarn-
ing foR In-the-wild domain AdaptatioNmethod for wearable sensor-
based HAR. Its core component is a one-step domain invariant
feature learner that tackles label noises and learns the shared fea-
ture representation among multiple subjects. VALERIAN uses self-
supervised pretraining to learn good representations to take ad-
vantage of abundant unlabeled data (including those mislabeled).
The pretrained parameters are used to initialize the shared feature
encoder of a multi-task learning model, where each subject in the
training data is considered a separate task. The network consists of
shared feature representation layers and subject-dependent task-
speci�c layers that are trained iteratively. To combat noisy labels,
early-learning regularization (ELR) [22] is adopted by introducing
a loss term re�ecting the temporal ensemble of past predictions.
At inference time, we assume a small number of clean labeled data
is available from unseen subjects. The data is used to update the
task speci�c layer to allow fast adaption of the trained model to
the target user.

We have evaluated the performance of VALERIAN using two
controlled datasets with di�erent degrees and distributions of noisy
labels injected and one in-the-wild dataset. We �nd that VALERIAN
consistently outperform baseline approaches almost in all settings.
Even with 40% label noise in training data, it achieves ⇠ 83% test
accuracy with only 10 seconds of clean labeled data per class from
a new target subject in the controlled datasets. A similar evaluation
on a true in-the-wild dataset with auto-corrected labels achieves
an over 20% improvement in the F1-Score.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the motivation of this work. In Section 3, we introduce the VALE-
RIAN method and the details of each component. In Section 4, we
present the implementation details and performance evaluation
of VALERIAN. Section 5 describes the related work and how they
di�er from ours. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6 with a
summary and a list of future work.

2 MOTIVATION
To understand the characteristics of in-the-wild HAR datasets and
to gain insights on why mainstream learning with noisy label (LNL)
methods tend to fail on such tasks, we inspect two datasets and the
behavior of a state-of-the-art (SOTA) LNL algorithm in this section.

2.1 In-the-wild HAR datasets
In this work, an HAR dataset is considered to be in the wild (or
collected in naturalistic settings) if the activities of subjects are not
precisely scripted. As a result, experimenters do not know exactly
what activities shall be performed at what time. The ExtraSensory
dataset is one such example [36], where sensor data were collected
from users’ smartphone devices as they went about their daily
activities. Activity labels were initially self-reported. Further cura-
tion was done by researchers who utilized information from other
sensing modalities to automatically correct some data labels. For

Table 1: The noise transition matrix of ExtraSensory, based
on its curated labels. For walking and standing, we only show
their top-4 mislabeling sources due to space limits.

walking strolling cleaning cooking eating
walking 75.28% 3.46% 3.46% 2.35% 1.67%

running exercise go upstairs go downstairs
running 79.92% 19.66% 0.21% 0.21%

standing cooking cleaning shower dressing
standing 56.79% 8.47% 7.51% 5.35% 5.34%

at home at school at work at party at gym
at home 96.71% 1.49% 1.27% 0.27% 0.26%

example, if GPS sensor readings indicate a subject is outside, the
location label “indoor" submitted by the subject is erroneous and
is corrected. A detailed description of the curation procedure used
in ExtraSensory can be found in [35]. As another example, the Re-
alworld dataset [34] contains data collected from �fteen subjects
performing activities such as climbing stairs down and up, jumping,
lying, standing, sitting, running/jogging and walking. Although
in most cases, subjects were asked to perform a certain activity,
during walking or jogging outside trials, the variations of terrains
are not controlled by the experimenters and thus un-prescribed
activities may occur.

Fig. 1 illustrates the percentage of clean and mislabeled data
in both datasets. For RealWorld, we manually inspect the video
recording of data trials for climbing up or climbing down activities,
and note down the start and end time, and the type of activities.
We �nd that there are periods that the subjects walk on a �at
ground (7% of the time) or stand still (3% of the time) during the
trials, which were mislabeled as climbing up or down in the dataset.
For ExtraSensory, when comparing the self-reported and curated
labels, we �nd that 34.5% are unchanged, 39.2% are corrected in
the curation process and 26.3% are marked as invalid since the
phones were not on subjects’ body at the time. Moreover, upon
closer inspection of curated data in ExtraSensory, we �nd the data
labels are still noisy. For example, in Fig. 2, the left plot corresponds
to accelerometer measurements labeled as standing while the right
one is labeled as walking. However, one can easily observe the
“signature" periodical pattern associated with walk cycles in the left
plot but not in the right plot – an indication of mislabeling even
after curation.

From Fig. 1, we conclude ExtraSensory is much noisier than
RealWorld since the former is crowdsourced data. What also distin-
guishes the two datasets is the distribution of noisy labels. Specif-
ically, for RealWorld, most mislabeling happens in the climbing
up/down trials when the ground labels are “walk on a �at ground"
or standing. In contrast, in ExtraSensory, mislabeling exists almost
between any two activities. To characterize the distribution of noisy
labels, a noise transition matrix ) is often used, where element )8 9
corresponds to the probability of mislabeling a data sample with
ground truth label 8 to label 9 [11]. When mislabels occur equally
likely for all classes other than the true class, the associate noise
pattern is called symmetric noise. Otherwise, if there is a dominant
o�-diagonal element in each row in ) , the associate noise pattern
is called asymmetric noise.

A standing trial A walking trialExtrasensory dataset



Our Approach
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• Data Availability

• Subject Diversity
• Device Diversity

• Controlled vs Free-living

Challenges Solutions

• Cross-modality data synthesis

• Invariant feature learning

• Learning with label noise



Invariant Feature Learning Framework for Sensor-
based Human Activity Recognition 

Model Training

Model Adaptation

Triplet Multi-Task
Learning model
(TMTL）

Hao, Yujiao, Rong Zheng, and Boyu Wang. "Invariant Feature Learning for Sensor-
based Human Activity Recognition." IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing
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Performance

Evaluation on subject difference across 4 datasets WISDM dataset
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VALERIAN: Invariant Feature Learning for HAR 
in the Wild

18

Self-supervised 
Pretraining

Invariant Feature 
Learning from Noisy 

Labeled data
Fast Adaption

Pretext tasks with unlabeled
data:
1) noised 2) negated 3) 
rotated …

Multi-task meta-learning with 
early-learning regulation

Updating task-specific layer 
with subject-specific labeled 
data
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VALERIAN: Invariant Feature Learning for Wearable Sensor-based Human Activity Recognition in the Wild Conference acronym ’XX, June 03–05, 2018, Woodstock, NY

Table 2: Results of non-meta learning methods on UHCHAD and WISDM, when 5 clean labeled samples per class are available
from the target domain. Report with test accuracy in (%).

Dataset USCHAD
Noise type Sym. Asym
Method/Noise ratio 10% 20% 40% 60% 10% 20% 30% 40%
SI 74.56 ± 14.88 72.1 ± 16.1 69.56 ± 15.89 65.09 ± 15.14 74.26 ± 16.07 73.44 ± 13.57 68.66 ± 13.56 65.35 ± 14.31
SI-ELR-last 30.78 ± 11.86 26.51 ± 9.61 23.49 ± 13.16 15.06 ± 2.93 59.07 ± 30.43 47.97 ± 22.51 27.01 ± 10.47 17.97 ± 4.55
SI-ELR-best 76.31 ± 15.14 71.06 ± 12.42 65.23 ± 8.85 58.28 ± 13.07 77.84 ± 15.41 70.48 ± 17.38 69.71 ± 20.43 58.49 ± 13.17
Butter�y 67.21 ± 22.47 66.34 ± 21.71 67.08 ± 22.11 21.35 ± 6.29 65.14 ± 15.25 52.44 ± 25.51 41.96 ± 28.15 37.89 ± 15.06
VALERIAN 84.83 ± 7.35 85.29 ± 8.44 83.65 ± 9.43 81.99 ± 7.63 85.71 ± 6.65 84.88 ± 8.11 84.81 ± 8.82 83.68 ± 8.18

(a) Results on USCHAD dataset with arti�cially added 8 types of noise patterns in data labels.

Dataset WISDM
Noise type Sym. Asym
Method/Noise ratio 10% 20% 40% 60% 10% 20% 30% 40%
SI 61.15 ± 14.44 59.95 ± 13.80 56.85 ± 12.12 50.90 ± 12.12 58.66 ± 17.36 56.81 ± 15.29 53.10 ± 13.73 48.38 ± 11.36
SI-ELR-last 29.07 ± 11.45 27.01 ± 10.47 16.75 ± 4.42 16.83 ± 4.21 36.83 ± 17.21 24.47 ± 10.36 17.12 ± 3.10 16.91 ± 4.45
SI-ELR-best 68.24 ± 12.77 60.07 ± 12.81 52.48 ± 10.75 46.02 ± 13.18 66.15 ± 11.46 65.23 ± 8.85 58.59 ± 11.91 55.10 ± 9.66
Butter�y 58.40 ± 21.36 46.02 ± 13.18 42.33 ± 12.71 39.11 ± 9.66 57.98 ± 14.66 36.75 ± 13.23 24.47 ± 15.36 14.30 ± 1.43
VALERIAN 84.09 ± 8.28 86.76 ± 6.99 83.26 ± 8.02 81.28 ± 8.30 84.85 ± 8.73 84.41 ± 6.53 83.71 ± 8.01 82.63 ± 7.98

(b) Results on WISDM dataset with arti�cially added 8 types of noise patterns in data labels.

(a) F1-Score.
(b) t-SNE plot of features in BMTL.

(c) t-SNE plot of features in VALERIAN.

Figure 14: Evaluation on ExtraSensory with di�erent the number of data windows per activity class from DC . The mean and
standard deviation F1-Scores are averages across all subjects in leave-one-out experiment. t-SNE are generated on a random
subject (id:4FC32141-E888-4BFF-8804-12559A491D8C) with data from all six classes.

Method Test Accuracy
VALERIAN 83.68 ± 8.18
VALERIAN w/o ELR 76.55 ± 6.69
VALERIAN w/o self-supervised pre-train 79.28 ± 7.37
VALERIAN w/o MixUp 77.69 ± 2.34
VALERIAN w/o IFLF 60.18 ± 10.35

Table 3: Ablation study of VALERIAN on USCHAD with 0.4
asymmetric noise.

accuracy to the overall solution, empirically demonstrating its use-
fulness in improving model generalization in HAR tasks with noisy
labels. Inclusion of ELR in VALERIAN leads to ⇠ 7% improvement.
Recall the poor performance of ELR alone in Table 2. The results

speak unequivocally for the need to combine LNL and meta learn-
ing to handle subject diversity. Lastly, we �nd that self-supervised
pre-train contributes ⇠ 4% test accuracy.

5 RELATEDWORK
Learning with noisy labels LNL has been investigated in com-
puter vision and audio signal processing for over a decade [10, 32].
Existing methods can be categorized into three groups. First, con-
trastive learning-based LNL methods [44, 46] add regularization
terms to the loss function to obtain a well-clustered feature struc-
ture. Second, curriculum learning [4, 23] or teacher-student net-
works such as MentorNet [15] trains a neural network to guide
a student network by assigning weights to samples. Since the pi-
oneer co-teaching work [11], the use of two networks together
gains popularity in LNL and has been adopted in several recent



CHROMSIM: A Deep Learning based IMU 
Simulation Pipeline

20
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Evaluation

CHROMSIM video vs GT

Acc
(m/s^2)

Gyro
(rad/s)

calculated CHROMSIM calculated CHROMSIM

Mocap extracted 
SMPL 3.185750689 2.565089118 1.617568258 0.641220011

Video extracted 
SMPL 139.8086945 11.16831555 6.648809864 1.218742081
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Performance on Downstream Tasks

• Human activity recognition
– R2R: real data (RealWorld) 

in training

– V2R: simulated data in 
training

– Mix2R: mixture of simulated 
and real data for training

• Human pose estimation
– Knee joint angle estimation

22
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(a) VIBE only (b) Robust CVD (c) Ground truth

Fig. 7: Simulated accelerometer readings on the left foot of
Subject 5 from monocular RGB camera video in TotalCap-
ture.

calculated with VIBE only and GT global motion for walk-
ing and freestyle, indicating the need to accurately estimate
of global motion trajectories when motions are not in-place.
PVE dropped ⇠20% when the Robust CVD is used in video
data pre-processing. Fig. 7 shows the probability density
function of 3 axis accelerations in a global frame from the
two methods in comparison to ground truth. The plots
further demonstrate that simulated data are more similar
in distribution to the ground truth when global trajectories
of the root node are incorporated.

The differences between the estimated global trajectory
from Robust CVD and the ground truth can be attributed
to two factors. First, we use OpenPose to detect the root
node of human subjects in each video frame. OpenPose fails
when the resolution is low and the background is complex.
Two examples are shown in Fig. 8, where in the left figure
a person is running on a trail and in the right figure he
is climbing downstairs. Both fail cases are captured from
Realworld dataset.

Fig. 8: Typical fail cases of OpenPose in our video data
preprocessing, with downscaled video frames, background
objects are wrongly recognized as human.

Wrongly detected root node will lead to errors in ex-
tracted global motion trajectories. Second, calculation of the
scale factor is another potential source of errors. To recover
real world global motion trajectories from the output of
robust CVD, a scale factor is required. In our experiments, it
is calculated for 10-seconds video clips. If the human subject
in the first video frame is not standing up straight, the scale
factor computed using the method in Section 3.3.2 will be
larger than the actual values.

4.3 Applications of CROMOSim in downstream Tasks
4.3.1 HAR Tasks

In this section, we evaluate the utility of CROMOSim in data
augmentation for training HAR models. Here we consider
three settings: i) R2R, where models are both trained and
tested with real IMU data; ii) V2R, where models are trained

TABLE 3: Average F1 scores of random single-subject-hold
out experiments on the RealWorld dataset. IMUTube? cor-
responds the scores reported in [26]

R2R V2R Mix2R
IMUTube? 0.730±0.007 0.546±0.008 0.778±0.007
IMUTube 0.729±0.007 0.552±0.005 0.781±0.011
CROMOSim Lite 0.729±0.007 0.580±0.047 0.802 ±0.013
CROMOSim 0.729±0.007 0.593±0.012 0.821±0.003

TABLE 4: Random single subject hold out evaluation on
PAMAP2 dataset with mean F1-score. IMUTube? corre-
sponds to the scores reported in [26]

R2R V2R Mix2R
IMUTube? 0.700±0.016 0.552±0.017 0.702±0.016
CROMOSim Lite 0.702±0.021 0.638±0.009 0.726±0.014
CROMOSim 0.702±0.021 0.689±0.012 0.769±0.009

TABLE 5: Random single subject hold out evaluation on
Opportunity dataset with mean F1-score. IMUTube? corre-
sponds to the scores reported in [26]

R2R V2R Mix2R
IMUTube* 0.887±0.007 0.788±0.010 0.884±0.007

CROMOSim Lite 0.862±0.008 0.778±0.013 0.870±0.008
CROMOSim 0.862±0.008 0.803±0.011 0.879±0.008

with simulated data but tested with real data; iii) Mix2R,
where models are trained using a mixture of real and
simulated data while tested with real data.

We adopt the DeepConvLSTM network proposed in [40]
as the task model, while the same simulator neural network
trained on the TotalCapture dataset is used here to simulate
sensor readings from videos. Evaluations are made on the
Realworld and PAMAP2 datasets respectively, with data
simulated from the same video source (Realworld dataset).
An ablation study was conducted by removing robust CVD
from the proposed pipeline, and the resulting approach is
called CROMOSim Lite. To make the result directly com-
parable, we followed the experiment protocol in IMUTube
[26].

Table 3 reports the average F1 scores of five single-
subject-hold out experiments on the RealWorld dataset.
Since the authors of IMUTube provide their simulated data
on this dataset, we directly replicated their experiments
and the results are in the second row. For comparison, we
also include the scores reported in [26] as the first row. It
can be seen the two are quite similar to one another. Even
CROMOSim Lite outperforms IMUTube in V2R and Mix2R
experiments, while CROMOSim works the best. Moreover,
Mix2R achieves much higher F1 scores compared to R2R
and V2R, demonstrating the utility of data augmentation
with simulated data.

Table 4 and 5 summarize the results from CROMOSim
and those reported in [26]. Due to the different sensor place-
ments in the PAMAP2 and the Opportunity datasets, the
simulated data provided by the authors of IMUTube cannot
be used. Similar to the RealWorld dataset, CROMOSim
outperforms IMUTube for the PAMAP2 datasets but with
a more prominent margin; the HAR model trained from

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MOBILE COMPUTING, VOL. XX, NO. X, XXX 2022 9

TABLE 6: Knee angle estimation. Average RMSE and stan-
dard deviation are measured per each axis in degrees.

X Y Z
R2R 15.4550±0.6217 8.3279±0.4751 3.1384±0.0403
V2R 20.8303±1.2644 7.7459±0.3409 3.4441±0.1727

Mix2R 13.9236±0.5875 8.2440±0.6053 3.0355±0.2971

Mix2R is still superior to those from R2R and V2R. With the
Opportunity data, however, the improvement of Mix2R over
R2R is marginal while IMUTube? reports negative results
for Mix2R. Although the Mix2R results are lower than those
of IMUTube?, the difference is consistent with that for R2R.
Therefore, one may consider the two perform comparably
for this dataset. The reason for the small benefit of Mix2R
in CROMOSim can be attributed to the small number of
subjects in Opportunity. With a small number of training
subjects, the DeepConvLSTM model does not generalize
well to unseen subjects. Despite of the higher level of subject
diversity in RealWorld, distribution mapping in IMUTube
and CROMOSim in fact forces the distribution of simulated
data to be close to the two subjects in the training set.
Therefore, the benefit of data augmentation is diminished.
As part of our future work, we will investigate domain
adaptation approaches that retain diversity of subjects in
simulated data while reducing the domain gap between
simulated and real data.

4.3.2 HPE Tasks

Unlike HAR tasks that are essentially pattern recognition
on sensory data, HPE aims to estimate the joint angles of a
human body, and requires accurate IMU sensor readings.
Therefore, in this section, only MoCap simulated data is
utilized.

We have previously designed a DeepBiLSTM network
for knee joint estimation. It takes accelerometer and gyro-
scope readings from sensors on one’s thigh and shank to
predict 3D knee joint angles. In this set of experiments,
We use Subject 1 – 3 in the TotalCapture dataset for HPE
model training, and Subject 4’s data for validation and real
IMU data from Subject 5 for testing. Two sensors (virtual or
real) are placed on proximal thigh (ProxTh) and right tibial
(see Fig 9). Similar to the HAR tasks, three DeepBiLSTM
networks are trained using real data only, virtual data only
and mix of virtual and real data. The size of real data
samples from the three training subjects is around 143k,
which is 39 minutes long. MoCap simulated data is on the
same scale. In R2R and V2R we have 143k real or simulated
data for model training, while in Mix2R the training data
doubled by mixing the two.

Table 6 summarizes the average RMSEs and standard
deviations of 3D knee joint angles in different settings. Note
the RMSEs should be put in the context of range of motions
in the TotalCapture dataset, which are [�11.5220, 152.4866],
[�44.3173, 41.3192] and [�17.9953, 30.6022] around the x-,
y- and z-axes.

From Table 6, we observe that in general Mix2R gives
the most accurate estimations followed by R2R. Though the
model trained on V2R has lower accuracy in the x-axis, its
predictions are comparable to that from R2R in y-axis and z-

Fig. 9: The sensor placement of knee angle estimation task.
Real sensor readings are only available at ProxTh and RTib
positions.

axis. This implies that MoCap generated virtual data using
CROMOSim can produce reasonable good HPE models. The
observation is consistent with the high fidelity of MoCap
simulated data in Section 4.2.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we implemented CROMOSim, a pipeline that
simulates accelerometer and gyroscope readings at arbi-
trary user-designated on-body positions from MoCap and
monocular RGB camera videos. A DNN model is trained to
learn the functional mapping between imperfect trajectory
estimations in a 3D body tri-mesh to IMU data. Experi-
ments showed that CROMOSim can generate higher fidelity
data than baseline methods and is useful for downstream
HAR and HPE tasks. As part of the future work, we are
implementing a graphical user interface and wrapping up
CROMOSim as an easy-to-use tool now. Hopefully, it will be
open-sourced to the public by this summer. Other directions
of further improvements include, accelerating the video
data processing, propose a better domain adaption solution
to bridge the gap between the distribution of simulated
and real data, and experiment CROMOSim with other data
modalities as input such as millimeter wave radar.
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Smart Mobility on the Aging Population (sMAP)

• Funded by NSERC Collaborative Research and Training Experience Program 
(CREATE) (~1.6M from 2020 to 2027) 
– “... encourage collaborative and integrative approaches, and address significant scientific 

challenges associated with Canada’s research priorities”

• Centred around HQP training through the development of translational
technologies to address mobility challenges faced by older adults
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Co-design with Older Adults
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Takeaways
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• Severe shortage of mobility data 
in clinical and free-living settings 
for older populations 

• A multi-pronged approach is 
needed:
– Methodology research: data-efficient 

models, physics and biomechanical 
simulations

– Community-wide efforts: open data 
repository

– Education

– Policy and regulations


